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Standard document processing workflow
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If the final performance is not satisfactory,
on which step should we invest our effort/budget?
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Improving NER
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If NER has to be improved, should we invest on 
custom models or explore other libraries?
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NER on historical documents
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Medieval charters Modern registers

Ancient form of  language, (very) 
little punctuation and capitalisation

Text is mostly entities, paragraphs 
with similar structures

Is the NER task different 
on historical documents 
compared to electronic 
documents ?
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Fig. 1. Page examples from the three datasets: (1) HOME Czech charter, (2) Balsac
parish record, (3) Esposalles record.

3.1 Nested Entities in HOME Corpus

Previous research [9] ignored nested entities and continuations (situations where
an entity overlaps two lines in a charter). Their solution was useful to reduce the
complexity of the NER task and create a benchmark to compare sequential and
combined approaches. Nevertheless, disregarding nested entities is suboptimal.
First, nested entities actually are a large part of the annotated entities, up to
half of them for entities of type location. Ignoring them, therefore, could mean
disregarding an important volume of valuable information. Secondly, removing
nested annotations increases ambiguity in the labels, as nested entities are then
annotated with the labels of their parent entities. For example, the following
entity extracted from a Latin charter refers to a person:

Nos Fridericus, Dei gracia dux Austrie et Styrie [. . .] profitemur et recognoscimus

PER: Fridericus, Dei gracia dux Austrie et Styrie

We refer to this PER entity as parent. When ignoring nested entities, the
tokens Austrie and Styrie are labelled as person, but when met outside a nested
entity, the same tokens are annotated as location. We refer to these entities as
nested.

regni Hungarie et ducatus Austrie

LOC: Hungarie - Austrie

To avoid these ambiguities, we decided to incorporate the present nested
entities. There are several ways to perform this: (1) giving such entities two
labels (their own and the label of their parent). This would create a multilabel
classification problem, which is not supported by most of the out-of-the-box
NER tools that our work aims to compare. (2) training two models, one with the
labels of the parent entities and the other with the labels of the nested entities,
to predict the overlapping entities separately. A lighter way to solve the issue
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Open source NER libraries
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First “industrial” library for NER
Ecosystem of tools
Fast
Open source but a bit obscure

First to provide ready-to-use 
embedding
Simple
Based on pytorch
Models hosted on Huggingface

Evolution of Stanford CoreNLP
with embeddings
66 languages (Latin, old 
French…)
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Eng/Ger
1,390

301,418
35,089
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Nested entities
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• Flatten approach
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is to “flatten” nested entities, that is to systematically use nested labels when
they exist, and reduce parent entities to their core to avoid double labelling. The
following example illustrates this method.

Nos Fridericus, Dei gracia dux Austrie et Styrie [. . . ] profitemur et recognoscimus

PER: Fridericus, Dei gracia dux Austrie et Styrie

becomes

Nos Fridericus, Dei gracia dux Austrie et Styrie [. . . ] profitemur et recognoscimus

PER: Fridericus, Dei gracia dux
LOC: Austrie - Styrie

This solution is also relevant to one of the main purposes of applying entity
extraction to historical documents: to link those entities to indexes of people or
locations, or use the recognized entities to fill databases, which also requires en-
tity linking (EL), so that if one record concerns a person already in the database,
for example, it gets correctly linked to that individual. The loss of specific in-
formation concerning the relation between parent and nested entities can be
compensated by providing neighborhood context as an input to an EL model.
The identification of the core part of an entity was done following a simple rule:
after extracting nested entities, all parts of the entity with more than a defined
threshold of characters are kept. To avoid the potential creation of meaningless
entities from various linking and stopwords, we filtered out for each language a
list of non-semantically significant words when they were located at the edge of
entities, i.e., “et cetera” in Latin, “und” in German or “z”, “od” in Czech.

4 Named Entity Recognition Libraries

We compared the performance of three open-source and widely used NLP Python
libraries on the NER task: Stanza, Flair and spaCy.

Stanza (v1.1.1)6 [22] was created and maintained by the Stanford NLP
group. It provides di↵erent NLP tools that can be used in a pipeline (e.g., to-
kenization, NER) and pre-trained neural models supporting 66 di↵erent lan-
guages, including German, Czech, Latin, Catalan and French.

Flair (v0.7)7 [3] provides, besides state-of-the-art NLP models, contextual
word and character embeddings, a feature that is now also supported by Stanza.
Moreover, Flair allows stacking embeddings, a technique that allowed the authors
to exceed state-of-the-art NER results on German, architecture that we consider
in this study.

spaCy (v2.3.5)8 [16] is explicitly designed to ease deploying models into pro-
duction. The library comes with out-of-the-box support of multiple languages,
including Czech, German, Catalan and French. We built on pre-trained models
to train a NER pipeline whenever they were made available by the library. When
they were not, we trained the NER on the available basic language defaults.

6 https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza
7 https://github.com/flairNLP/flair
8 https://spacy.io

• Independent approach
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8 https://spacy.io

• Hierarchical NER models
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Page level metrics
If an entity from the groundtruth is predicted with the true label and text, then it is 
considered as a true positive

Nerval for NER on automatic transcription
Open source python package for NER on noisy text     https://gitlab.com/teklia/nerval
1. Aligment with groundtruth at character level
2. Aligment of entities (with text distance)
3. Compute Precision, Recall, F-score on Label

Esposalles metrics
1. Alignment of entities to groundtruth
2. Score the entities

• Label mismatch = 0
• Label  match =  1 – CER

3. Compute accuracy

https://gitlab.com/teklia/nerval
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Results on manual transcriptions
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No clear winner

Effect of careful hype-
parameters optimization ?
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Results with multi-lingual models
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Spacy multi-lingual is better

More data is better than 
specialized models
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Handwritten Text Recognition
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Optical model
CNN/TDNN

Language model
Ngrams of BPE

Text line detection with
Doc-UFCN
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Results on automatic transcriptions
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HOME-CZECH
CER: 8.7%

HOME-GERMAN
CER: 7.5%

HOME-LATIN
CER: 10.4%

ESPOSALLES
CER: 1.3%

BALSAC
CER: 6.4%

- 42% - 18% - 16% - 1% - 9%
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Results on autom. transc. with Multi-lingual NER
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HOME-CZECH
CER: 8.7%

HOME-GERMAN
CER: 7.5%

HOME-LATIN
CER: 10.4%
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Comparison to custom NER systems
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System CER NER F-score

Naver Labs 5% 0.95

CITlab-ARGUS-2 unk 0.92

Spacy
0% 0.98

1.32% 0.96

Flair
0% 0.98

1.32% 0.97

Stanza
0% 0.97

1.32% 0.96

Esposalles
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Conclusions
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• Standard libraries are competitive
• No clear winner : choose one or test them all
• Multi-lingual models are a good approach 

when data is sparse for each language, both 
for HTR and NER

• Exponential relation CER-NER loss

• Invest your time/budget on line detection or 
HTR
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